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Staying in Touch

A

s Chancellor Nancy Cantor completes her inaugural year, the Office of Alumni Relations has been
busy keeping alumni up to date with all the exciting
developments at Syracuse University. From traveling
abroad and cultivating relationships in new territories, to establishing new partnerships in Central New
York, this has really been a year of change.
At the Office of Alumni Relations, we strive to
keep alumni informed of SU news and new happenings that are taking place both on and off campus.
Along with updates provided by Syracuse University
Magazine, we send a monthly electronic newsletter,
Orangebytes, to keep alumni current on campus
information. If you are not receiving Orangebytes,
send us an e-mail at sualumni@syr. edu. You can also
update your information at the SU Online Community ,
(visit our web site at www.syr.edu/alumm}, where you '
is voice is silent, but his colors are loud and his actions boisterous. He
can connect t o SU alumni and stay in close touch with
represents pride, athleticism-and fun. Otto the Orange, SU's official
your alma mater no matter where you reside.
mascot, is well loved among SU fans and friends and is gaining recogniThe changes and exciting events this past year
tion through national commercial spots and championship games. Those
are only the beginning of what is sure to be an
who know the jovial, rotund orange character with the jaunty cap and
amazing time in SU's history as Chancellor Cantor's
friendly wave understand his appeal. "It's hard not to like Otto because
vision unfolds. To find out more about her vision for
of the positive attitude he projects," says Dena Segbers, SU's head cheer
Syracuse University, visit the Soul of Syracuse web
coach. "Everybody can relate to him."
site (http://soulofsyracuse.syr. edu). While you are
Otto's rise among the elite of college mascots wasn't exactly lightning
there, take a few minutes to fill out the alumni survey.
fast.
He first emerged in the early '80s, but was not officially recognized
More than 300 alumni have already participated in
as
the
University mascot until 1995. Along the way, he had to beat back
the survey and we would like to hear from all of you.
contenders
for the hearts of SU fans and eclipse the memory of his foreWishing everyone a wonderful summer!

The Importance of Being Otto

H

~c~
Donald C. Doerr '85, G'BB
Assistant Vice President of Alumni Relations
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runners. One of them, the Saltine Warrior, was born out of a hoax. In
1931 , The Syracuse Orange Peel published a report that the remains of
a 16th-century Onondaga chief were uncovered during excavations on
campus in 1928. The character developed into a mascot by the mid-'SOs,
after the father of a Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity brother made his son
a warrior costume to wear at SU football games. The figure persisted for
nearly two decades, but was nixed after a Native American student organization protested the mascot as derogatory. A new mascot, a Romanstyle gladiator, was booed off sports fields in 1978.
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CBT 8 Set
for September

C

Otto takes a break during activities at the Carrier Dome in his early years (above). At left, the mod·
ern-day version of the enthusiastic Orange energizes the crowd with his spirit.

What followed was a period of lackluster attempts to create an endearing
mascot. The search became well known
when Sports Illustrated published a list
of potential replacements, including the
Orange (a bumbling citrus fruit with
legs) , according to University Archives.
An SU cheerleader designed and created
the character. The first Orange costume
was dubbed "Clyde" by the Lambda Chi
Alpha brothers, keepers of the mascot tradition since the Saltine Warrior, and the
second was called "Woody," according to
Mitchell Messinger '92, G'93, a Lambda
Chi Alpha brother and former Orange. In
1990, a third costume needed a name and
the cheerleading squad decided on Otto.
The name stuck-and so did the Orange.
In 1995, the issue of an official mascot
came to a head when a University committee recommended adopting a wolf.
Students instead rallied behind Otto, and
then-Chancellor Kenneth A. Shaw named
the Orange the official mascot.
Ten years later, Otto still works hard.
He performs at sporting events and makes
special appearances, including commercials for ESPN and Home Depot. He also
appeared in the 2005 Monster Mascot
Challenge at the NCAA men's basketball Final Four in St. Louis, in which he

placed second in the competition, featuring an obstacle course to test agility.
To join the crew of four to six individuals who attend to Otto's busy schedule,
students compete at cheerleading tryouts.
"They say you can learn anything once
you're in the suit," says Michael Lozito
'02, an Otto veteran. "It's the attitude
and the personal interview that get you
the job." Cheer coach Segbers looks for
students with plenty of school spirit and
a playful attitude. "Their job is to create
positive sportsmanship, to be entertaining, and to keep SU's best interests at
heart," she says.
"You are the face of SU to a lot of
people," Messinger says. He remembers
the fun of being anonymous inside the
costume and the excitement of hamming
it up in front of thousands of spectators
in the Dome. As Otto, Lozito had a full
bag of hijinks: pacing in consternation
when the opposing team came into the
playing arena; bumping chests with
team members; and directing the band.
But, there's one benefit that tops the
rest. "It's about seeing the children's
faces when Otto comes up to them and
gives them a hug, " Lozito says. "You
know Otto made their day."

oming Back Together (CBT) 8,
the triennial reunion of Syracuse
University's African American and
Latino alumni and students, takes place
on campus September 15-18. This year's
theme, "The Legacy Continues," highlights past contributions of Syracuse
alumni that set the stage for the many
achievements that African American and
Latino students and faculty are making
at SU today, says Larry Martin, assistant
vice president for program development.
Martin points to the co-chairs of CBT 8
as shining examples of "breakthrough"
alumni: Diane Weathers '71, former editor-in-chief of Essence, the nation's leading African American women's magazine; and Sam Zamarippa G'78, the first
American of Mexican descent elected to
the Georgia State Senate.
CBT 8 will offer returning alumni
a weekend full of opportunities for
renewing ties to each other and to the
University, and for creating bonds and
mentoring relationships with current
students. These activities include discussions, workshops, films, and performances by such student groups as the
Creations and Raices dance troupes and
the Black Celestial Choral Ensemble.
Chancellor Nancy Cantor will host a
reception on September 16, and a semiformal dinner dance, traditionally the
highlight of CBT weekend, will be held
on September 17. "This is a rich time in
the University's history, and I'm looking
forward to sharing it with the people
who helped bring us here," Martin says.
More information, including registration
forms, can be found online at sumweb.
syr. edll/progdevjCBTB/welcomepage. htm.
-David Marc

-Kathleen Haley
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Visitors trekked over hilly terrain during a
tour of Italy's Amalfi Coast (above). Coastal
villages (left) were also a highlight of the tour on
their Mediterranean journey.

features like skylights, decorated tiles,
and mosaics; and stores and bakeries
that offer clues about the Roman lifestyle. "You could actually imagine how
it felt to live back then," Hoeffel says.
"It was fascinating ."
After trekking through the cliffs along
the famed Path of the Gods in the coastal
town of Positano, Hoeffel enjoyed lunch
and the view at an organic farm at the
ccording to Homer's epic, The Odyssey, the Sirens tempted Ulysses in the Bay of
town's summit. Rolls with fresh mozNaples on Italy's Amalfi Coast. But according to alumni who recently toured the
zarella, pasta with spicy tomato sauce,
grilled vegetables, delicate thin-crusted
coast, the enchanting songs of the Sirens may not have been the only enticement:
pizzas, fresh seafood, and an exquisite
The breathtaking views were equally captivating. Alumni ferried through emerald
dessert of caramel-almond ice refreshed
waters to the limestone cliffs and white sand beaches of the island of Capri, a favorite of Joan Hoeffel '81. "It takes your breath away; this place is so beautiful," she
alumni after a morning of hiking. "The
says. "The villages are nestled at the bottom of the island, but the rest is untouched,
food was extraordinary," Hoeffel says.
rugged land."
Carducci enjoyed crisp ricotta cheeseCapri marked the fifth stop on an eight-day hiking tour of
filled pastries from a tradithe Amalfi Coast sponsored by the Syracuse University Alumni
tional Italian pastry shop as
Association. Alumni explored the ancient ruins, picturesque
she walked through the colorvillages, and coastal cliffs of Mediterranean Italy on foot,
ful town of Naples, filled with
walking two to six hours most days. After morning hikes,
art galleries, opera houses,
FOR INFORMATION
they enjoyed shopping in boutiques and sipping lattes in the
and castles. Naples held speON ALUMNI TRAVEL
outdoor cafes lining the narrow streets of coastal Italy. Frances
cial significance for Carducci.
OPPORTUNITIES,
Carducci '61, G'82 appreciated the intimacy afforded by the
"My father immigrated from
contact Tina Casella
hiking tours that took travelers through Naples, Herculaneum,
Italy when he was 17, and
in the Office of
Pompeii, Positano, and Ravello. "On these trips you really see
he sailed from Naples to New
Alumni
Relations
how people live," Carducci says. "They take you right into the
York, " she says. "This was my
at 1-8oo-SUALUMS
small towns you normally don't see."
first trip to Naples, so I finally
or e-mail
In Herculaneum, alumni walked the rim of Mount Vesuvius,
had a sense of what it looked
cscasell@syr.edu.
the volcano that destroyed Pompeii when it erupted in 79
and felt like when he began
A.D. Buried beneath 12 to 18 feet of ash, Pompeii remained
his journey. It meant so much
perfectly preserved, and excavations have revealed narrow
just to be there."
streets rutted by carriage wheels; homes with sophisticated
- Husna Haq

Mesmerizing Mediterranean

A
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Photo Gallery
Alumni Happenings
1. Class of 2005 graduates tie their ribbon wishes on trees in the Orange Grove in
celebration of a new tradition.
2. WJPZ alumni enjoy music and meeting up with former radio station co-workers at the
2oth annual birthday banquet in March at the Sheraton Syracuse University Hotel &
Conference Center. The group hosted keynote speaker Jay Clark, senior vice president
of programming at Sirius Satellite Radio.
3. The 2005 recipients of the George Arents Pioneer Medal gather before the awards
dinner held at the OnCenter in Syracuse in June. Pictured, from
left, are Ted J. Koppel '6o, H'82, broadcast journalism; U.S.
Senator Joseph R. Biden Jr. G'68, public affairs; Chancellor
Nancy Cantor; Joyce Hergenhan '63, corporate communications; Michael T. Tirico '88, sports broadcasting; and Nicholas
M. Donofrio G'71, technology innovation.
4. Close to 100 alumni turned out at the American Club in
Tokyo this spring. The Alumni Club of Japan is one of several
international alumni clubs that meet regularly to celebrate
their ties to SU.
5. Alumni make a "guest appearance" on CBS's The Early
Show in New York City during the Big East Men's Basketball
Championship in March.
6. Members of the Class of 1955 come together on the steps of
Hendricks Chapel during their 50th Reunion in June.
Photos courtesy of t he Office of Alumni Relatio ns
For more photos, go to alumni.syr.edu/photoalb.htm.
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James F. Myers '58 (MAN) of

C:lass Notes
Send us news of your accomplishments along with a photo.
Items will appear in the magazine and on the Office of Alumni

San Jose, Calif., was named
volunteer of the month by the
Commonwealth Club Silicon Valley.
He is also a volunteer tax preparer
for AARP and a tutor at the San
Jose Library.

Theodore Zawacki G'65 (EDU)

Relations web site. Send to: Alumni Editor, Alumni News,
820 Comstock Avenue, Room 308, Syracuse NY 13244-5040;
fax 315-443-5425; or e-mail sualumni@syr.edu.

writing at the National Association
of Mature Publishers of America
convention in San Antonio, Texas.

'40s
Bohdan Osyczka '43 (VPA) of
Peekskill, N.Y., exhibited his watercolor paintings at the Katonah
Museum of Art in Katonah, N.Y.

Martie
Whitcomb
Sterling '46

'-------<-"""''-----'

(SDA/NEW) of
Oro Valley, Ariz.,
editor and humor

George J.
lockwood '53
(A&S) was
inducted into the
Media Hall of
Fame of the
Milwaukee (Wise.) Press Club. He
worked for The Milwaukee Journal
for 30 years and was managing
editor when he retired.

columnist, wrote Pearly Everlasting
(Publish America).

'50s
Murray Feshbach 'so (A&S), senior
scholar at the Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars,
Washington, D.C., received an
aw ard for his studies of Russian
environmental, demographic,
and health problems from the
Biomedical Research Center at
the 12th Internationa I Conference
on HIV/AIDS, Cancer, and Related
Problems.

Robert Blaich '52 (VPA), H'go of
Aspen, Colo., president of Blaich
Associates Design Management
Consultants, is a board member
of Index, a world event for design
and innovation in Copen hagen,
Denmark. The event w as initiat ed by the Danish Ministry of
Economic and Business Affairs and
the city of Copenhagen, and is supported by companies, private foundations, and public institutions.
Harold Drucker '53 (A&S), colum-

so

nist and feature writer for
Plus
Senior New s, won two first-place
aw ards for editorial and design
excellence and two second -place
aw ards for profile and feature

David J. Moser
'54 (A&S) and
wife Wilma of
Marcellus, N.Y.,
celebrated
their 6oth
anniversary. He is owner/partner
of Total Systems Design, a consulting service.

Joel Rosenbaum 'ss (A&S), G'sg,
G'63 (GRAD) is a biology professor at Yale University. His research
includes the synthesis and assembly of the protein s of cilia and
flagella. He is also a runner, having participat ed in more than 20
marathons.

Daniel Masterson '56 (A&S) of
Pearl River, N.Y., who published
four books of poetry, had poems
appear in the Sewanee Review,
Hotel Amerika, Artful Dodge,
Ekphrasis, and the Ontario Review.
A new collection, That Which Is
Seen, is nea ring completion.

Orrie Tatroe
Snyder '56 (EDU)
of Folsom, Ca lif.,
retired after 26
years as a special
education
nurse with the San Juan Unified
School District.

anniversary and celebrat es the
finer things in life in Brevard
County, Fla., home of Cape
Canaveral. She founded the magazine with her husband Drake, who
is the publisher.

of Hilton Head Island, S.C., was
named Teacher of the Year at
Heritage Academy in Hilton Head.

'60s
Barbara B. Nolan G'61 (EDU) of Mill
Va lley, Calif., is a public speaker
who lectures on aging and families.
Salvatore J. Parlato G'61 (EDU)
wrote A Marine Corps Boot: In
Cold-War Parris Island (Infinity
Publishing.com), under the pseudonym of Ch ris Madeira Jr.

Lynn Wemett Nichols '62 (NUR)
earned a doctorate from the
University of Rochester. Her dissertation was on "Determinants of
Adherence in Women Managing
Chronic Health Conditions."
Sanford V. Sternlicht G'6z (GRAD)
of Syracuse wrote The Tenement
Saga: The Lower East Side and
Early Jewish American Writers

(University of Wisconsin Press). He
teaches dramatic literature and
theory in the English department
at SU.

David Erik Chase '64 (ARC), a principal in his own consulting firm
that specializes in architecture and
educational planning, is a member
of the Beaufort County (S.c.) Board
of Education.
Richard C. Kram
'64 (A&S),
G'72 (MAX),

G'73 (LAW) of
Syracuse, a fellow
_ _,_ ........,_ _ of the American
Acade my of M atrimonial l awyers,
is counsel t o the law firm of
Son neborn, Spring, and O'Sullivan.

Patricia Mautino '64 (A&S), G'66
(1ST) is a facilitator at the Central
New York Consortium and an
administ rative consultant for t he
Central Square Central School
Dist rict . She is a board member of
the SU Alumn i Association.

Nancy Koplinka Lundell '65 (A&S)
is editor of SpaceCoast Living

Lawrence D. Bashe '66 (A&S), G'68
(MAX) of Plainfield, N.J., managing director for the Advest Group,
is a member of SU's Chancellor's
Council and Society of Fellows. He
is also a board member of the SU
Alumni Association.

Thomas P. Eichler '66 (A&S) of
Bear, Del., is director of operations
at Nemours Health and Prevention
Services in Newark.

Mary Warner
Marien '66, G'70,
G'78 (A& S) of
l aFayette, N.Y.,
professor of fine
arts in the
College of Arts and Sciences at
SU, presented a slide lecture on
" Unlearning the Past: A Decade
of Change in Prehistory" at the
Vero Beach Museum of Art in
Vero Beach, Fla. She is the aut hor
of numerous articles and severa l
books, including Photography: A
Cultural History and the 10th edition of Fleming 's Arts and Ideas, a
leading textbook introduction to
t he Western humanities.

Joseph Russo G'66 (EDU) co-w rote
t w o books, How t o Save For College
(Random House/ Princeton Review)
and Paying for Graduat e School
Without Going Broke (Random
House/Princet on Review). He is
director of student financial services at the University of Notre
Dame.
Charles Salzberg '67 (A&S), a New
York-based freelance w rit er and
teacher, is the editor of essays,
criticism, and review s f or ducts.
org, a w eb maga zine of personal
stories.

Steven D. leader '68 (A&S), president of Leader Realty Advisors,
New York City, was elected a
Fellow of the Royal Inst itution of
Chartered Surveyors.

M agazine, which marked its first
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Rona Mann '68, G'72 (SDA) of
Hope Valley, R.I., wrote I Never
Knew the Knife Man's Name, which
is made up of material from her
one-woman show performed
across the United States.

Terry Hogan
Foley '71 (A&S/
NEW) has joined
VNA Health
Care in Hartford,
Conn., as a

David E. Senise '70 (VPA), president of Spectrum Design Group
in Rochester, N.Y., was selected as
the interior designer for Harris
Interactive's new corporate offices
in New York City.

communications associate.

L____ __ _ , ......,..

Jesse A. Rieber
'68 (A&S) is a
psychotherapist
with a private
practice on Cape
Cod, Mass., and a

Thomas A. Jambro G'71, G'75 (EDU)
of Hamburg, N.Y., retired as direct or of fine arts from Buffalo Public
Schools. He is an adjunct professor
of art education at Buffalo State
Col lege and a member of t he
SU Alumni Associat ion's At hletic
Policy Board.

second practice in New Bedford.
Barbara Stone Perry G'69, G'8o
(A&S) of Charlotte, N.C., edited

North Carolina Pottery: The
Collection of the Mint Museums
(The University of North Carolina
Press). She is curator of decorative
art at the Mint Museum of Art in
Charlotte.
Sandra McKearin Trento '68 (HD),
G'91 (EDU) of Syracuse, director of continuing education and
global outreach in the School of
Educat ion at SU, is the regional
chairperson for the Fulbright
Teacher Exchange Program.

r---::=-----., Alvin 0. Benton

'70 (A&S) of
M arietta, Ga.,
president of
Benton Advisory
Group Ltd.,
At lanta, w as elect ed vice chairman
of the boa rd of the Counselo rs of
Rea l Estate.
Robert S. Berwick '70 (A&S), G'75
(EDU) of Norw alk, Co nn., scie nce
department head at New Canaan
Country School, w as named 2004
Teacher of the Year by WN ET in
New Yo rk Cit y for his cont inuing
contribut ions t o the ed ucatio nal
services department and professional development t eacher
trai ning.
Patricia Roth Houston '70 (A&S)
of Tucson, Ariz., co-wrote the
Pea rson/Prent ice Hall Spanish
at Work series, which includes

Spanish f or Healthcare, Spanish
for Business, Spanish for Law
Enforcement, and Spanish for
School Personnel.

An American Original
LAST NOVEMBER, DISTINGUISHED AMERICAN
opera composer Carlisle Floyd '46, G' 49, H'97
was recognized for his extraordinary artistic
accomplishments in a way that few creative
people are. Along with other major figures
in the arts, including author Ray Bradbury,
architectural historian Vincent Scully, and choreographer Twyla Tharp, Floyd was presented
with the National Medal of Arts by President
George W. Bush and First Lady Laura Bush in
the Oval Office.
"Carlisle is the dean of American opera composers," says David Gockley, general director of Houston Grand Opera-which has premiered three of Floyd's operas-and director
designate of the San Francisco Opera. "No
living native composer has written so many
significant and successful pieces." Floyd's
works draw primarily on American literature,
are adapted to an American setting, or use stories he has fashioned from history or life experience in the South. A skilled writer and experienced director, he has frequently staged all of
his own works. His Susannah (1955), a version
of the biblical story of "Susannah and the
Elders" updated and set in the mountains of
Tennessee, and Of Mice and Men (1970), based
on the novel and play by John Steinbeck, have
been premiered and subsequently performed
with great success in numerous American and
European opera houses.
His first opera, Slow Dusk (1949), based on
a short story he wrote for a creative writing
seminar at Syracuse as a graduate student
in the School of Music, was premiered by the
University's forward-looking opera workshop.
From the beginning with Slow Dusk-which
he called a "musical play" - Floyd brought his
multiple abilities to bear to create a different
kind of musical-dramatic work. " I felt very
strongly at that point about distancing myself
from what was then traditional opera with its
emphasis on singers," Floyd said in an interview with this writer for Oral History American
Music, Yale University. "I wanted to create a
real kind of musical drama, one in which there

were strong theatrical values as well as musical or vocal ones."
An engaging speaker with a gracious
manner, Floyd-who was awarded an Arents
Pioneer Medal from SU in 1981 and an honorary degree in 1997- has addressed conferences and chatted with elementary schoolchildren
around the country. He has also actively promoted opera through his work for the National
Endowment for the Arts, where he served on
the music panel (1974-76), and was the first
chairman of a new opera-musical theater program (1976-80). In 2001, he was inducted into
the American Academy of Arts and Letters, an
honorary society of the country's most notable
writers, artists, and composers.
When asked what should be done to increase
the audience for opera, he says, " Surtitles
[translation or text of the opera above the
stage or on the seat back) have been the greatest boon to the opera that we've had. Beyond
that, just exposing people to the art form. I'm
amazed, going around th e country as much as
I do, at the number of people, be th ey ban kers,
businessmen, whatever, who are avid con verts-and I love this new audience that has
grown up around our core traditional opera
audience."
- Susan Hawkshaw
SUMMER 2005
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Leslie J. Koc '71 (A&S) of Dallas is
division vice president and general
manager at ADP.

Insights on Aging
DR. SHARON BRANGMAN '77, CHIEF OF GERIATRIC MEDICINE
at SUNY Upstate Medical University, discovered an affinity for
older patients while serving an internship and residency at
Montefiore Medical Center in the Bronx. "I admired the way they
fought to stay functional and independent, despite the chronic
conditions many of them experienced," says Brangman, who
earned a bachelor's degree in biology from the College of Arts
and Sciences and an M.D. from Upstate Medical University. "It
even made me feel frustrated with some of my younger patients,
who were essentially healthy, but
complained much more."
As a founder of contemporary
geriatric medicine, Brangman
has helped define it as an inherently interdisciplinary specialty,
requiring physicians to collaborate with nurse practitioners,
physical therapists, dietitians,
and social workers. Her particular interest in ethno-geriatricsthe study of aging in the context
of ethnic culture - has led her to
write extensively on the process
in the African American community. " The families are under
tremendous stress," she says.
"People are working who, not
long ago, might have been home
to give care. Families remain
t he safety net for the elderly,
but caring for someone today
requires resources many don't have." Rising divorce rates and
lower birth rates, evident in the overall U.S. population, further
complicate traditional solutions based on "taking care of one's
own," she says.
In some ways, geriatric medicine is suffering the burdens
of its success. Many Americans who might have succumbed
to infections or heart attacks are now surviving into advanced
age. Brangman defines three distinct elements of the burgeoning geriatric population: "young old" (about 65-74), who are
newly retired and healthy; "old" (?s-Ss), who develop chronic
conditions that worsen with time; and "old old" (over 85), who
become frail and suffer a lengthening list of chronic diseases
and conditions.
Brangman firmly believes that keeping active is crucial to
aging successfully, and often advises her patients not to retire.
Testifying before t he U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging in
2004, she warned against tolerating a " silver ceiling" in the work
place. "The prejudices against older workers have to change,"
she says. "We have to end financial penalties, such as loss of
Social Security and Medicare benefits. There's mutual benefit in
having older and younger people working together and, I might
add, there soon won't be enough younger workers to fill all the
jobs. Medical, financial, and social policy people all have to recognize these new conditions. I'm proud that both SU and Upstate
Medical are taking leading roles in making that happen."
- David Marc
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Richard M . Reeves '71, G'72 (MAN)
of Delray Beach, Fla., president
of the Sunbelt Management
Company and a member of
the Whitman School's Alumni
Association, is a board member of
the SU Alumni Association.
Alice Sachs
Zimet '71 (A&S)
of New York
City launched a
consulting group,
Arts+ Business
Partnerships, to advise nonprofit
organizations and corporations
on corporat e sponsorship and
marketing partnerships. She w as
cited by American Photo magazine
as one of the 100 most important
people in photography.
Ray E. Goodwin '72 (NEW) wrote
Love is t he Only Law to Obey
(authorhouse.com). All royalties
will go t o a children's educationa l
fund.
Eve Drew Kenyon '72 (VPA) of
Beaverton, Ore., was selected
as a winner in the general artist s cat egory of the National
2004 St rathmore Artist s Paper
Illustrat ion Contest . Her entry, The
Rookie, w as creat ed with graphite and colored pencil on Bristol
board.
Douglas W. Lamont '72 (A&S), G' 73
(ECS) w as appointed deputy assist ant secretary of project planning
and review in the Army.
Patricia Thompson '72 (NEW) of
Leominst er, M ass., w as elected
to the board of directors of the
Thayer Sy mphony Orchest ra, and
serves on it s marketing com m ittee. She is also president and CEO
of Pow erhouse Technologies, a
business analytics softw are
company.
Henry C. Fader
G'73 (LAW) of
Huntingdon
Valley, Pa., a partner w ith the fi rm
._..--....... of Pepper
Hamilton, was elected chairman
of the board of directors of the
Penn sylvania Chamber of Business
and Industry, t he commonwealt h's
lead ing advocate for business.

Robert Jarman G'73 (MAN) of
Evans, Ga., is associate dean of the
Katherine Reese Pamplin College
of Arts and Sciences at Augusta
State University.
Michael L. Somich '73, G'73 (MAN)
is executive director of internal
audits at Duke University. He is a
partner in the Deloitte & Touche
accounting firm in Chicago, where
he is a member of the f irm's
National Health Ca re Task Force.
Irene Kehres '74, G'78 (NUR), G'o4
(HD) earned a doct or of philosophy degree in child and family
studies from SU. She is the coordinator of a youth development
coalition in Onondaga County and
an adjunct professor at SU.
Roger H. Perry G'74 (EDU), retired
president of Champlain College,
Burlington, Vt., was honored by
the college's board of t rustees
with its first endowed chair
named for him. The endowed chair
is part of the college's successful
Power ofTh ree Capital Campaign,
which has raised $15 million for
three capital projects on campus.
Robert A. Alexander '75 (VPA),
G'92 (EDU) of South Onondaga,
N.Y., displayed his f irst solo w ork,
Return t o Painting, an exhibition
of 13 oil on w ood paint ings in the
Robineau Gallery of t he Everson
Museum of Art in Syracuse.
Ellen deLara G'75 (SWK) of Ithaca,
N.Y., assist ant professor of social
w ork in SU's College of Human
Services and Health Professions,
presented informat ion on current
public policy regard ing school violence and suggested policy ref orm
at the Religiou s Action Center for
Judaic Reform in Washington, D.C.
Howard A. Manas '75 (NEW) is
regional advert isi ng sa les manager of St one World, a leading
t rade magazine covering t he
natu ra l stone and t ile industries.
He is based in New Jersey and covers the east ern United St at es and
Ca nada for the magazine, which
is published by BNP Media in Troy,
Mich.
James Elliott Msomi G'75, G'78
(EDU) of Piet ermaritzburg, South
Africa, retired professor of education f rom t he University of
Zululand, is a govern ment officia l.
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Eugene Rosa
G'75, G'76 (MAX)
of Moscow,
Idaho, was
appointed to
the Committee
on the Human Dimensions of
Global Change of the National
Research Council/National
Academy of Sciences. The threeyear appointment is based upon
his research to further understand
the human factors in global environmental impacts, and his contributions to environmental science
policy.
Victor A. Fritz '76 (A&S) retired as
chief industrial engineer after 45
years of service at AI co Engine,
Auburn, N.Y. He and his wife, Alma,
celebrated their soth wedding
anniversary. They have four children and nine grandchildren.
Kenneth J. Jandura '76 (ARC) of
Reston, Va., is justice architectural
leader and principal at DMJM
Design in Washington, D.C. He is
a contributor to the book Building
Security (McGraw Hill).
James M. Little
G'76 (VPA) exhibited his work at
an art reception
at G.R. N'Namdi
Gallery in New
York City.

Christine Wenger '77 (A&S) of
Cicero, N.Y., wrote The Cowboy Way
(Harlequin/Silhouette).

JoAnn Mills Laing 'So (MAN) of
Palisades Park, N.J., wrote The
Consumer Guide to HSAs (Brick
Tower Press). Her first book was

Kenneth R. Appleby 'S2 (MAN)
joined the law firm of Davis, Maim
& D'Agostine, of Boston.

Steven l. Good
'7S (MAN), president and CEO of
Sheldon Good &
Company, was
the only real
estate executive invited by The
Wall Street Journal to participate
in its post-election CEO roundtable
event.

The Small Business Guide to HSAs
(Brick Tower Press).

Greg H. Goodman 'S2 (NEW) was
named senior director of marketing for Heritage Park Retirement
Communities, a system of residential and health care services for the
elderly and their families.

William R. Newell G'7S (A&S) of
Liverpool, N.Y., associate director of SU's Project Advance,
presented "The Five-year Impact
Study: Results and Uses" at the
annual conference of the National
Alliance of Concurrent Enrollment
Partnerships in Boise, Idaho.
Robert Sacha '79 (A&S/NEW) had
his photos featured in the January
edition of National Geographic as
part of the cover story on caffeine.
He also had two featured pieces in
that edition.
Ralph Scafariello G'79 (SWK) of
Wallingford, Conn., completed
25 years of service with Area
Cooperative Educational Services
as a principal and social worker.
Joy Brantl Underhill '79 (A&S) of
Farmington, N.Y., co-wrote Happy
Tails: Hilarious Helpful Hints for

Robert Fedele '77 (NEW) of
Rochester, N.Y., is a photographer
for the Monroe County communications department.
Frances Claire Fisher '77 (ECS).
president of Fisher Associates in
Clyde, N.Y., was honored by the
U.S. Department of Transportation,
Federal Highway Administration,
for her outstanding achievements
as a women's business enterprise.
The aw ard is given to only one
firm in the nation.
Victor Vallo Jr. '77 (VPA/EDU) of
Coatesville, Pa., w as appointed
chair of the music department
at Immaculata University. He
w as nominated for the 2004
International Educator of the
Year Award by the Internationa l
Biographical Centre of Cambridge,
England.

Dog Owners (AuthorHouse).

Geraldine Boyd
Whitehead
G'79 (SWK) of
Seymour, Conn.,
is a board certified diplomate
in clinical social work.

'80s
John T. Colby Jr. 'So (MAN) is
president and publisher of Brick
Tower Press. Colby published The
Consumer Guide to HSAs, which
was written by JoAnn Mills Laing
'So (MAN).
Charles N. Kantner Ill 'So (NEW)
of Rochest er, Mass., is director of
channel marketing with Dunkin
Brands in Randolph, M ass.

Sarah Lander-Marks 'So (VPA)
wrote Reservations Required,
Culinary Secrets of Las Vegas
Celebrity Chefs (Huntington Press).

She resides in Henderson, Nev.,
with husband Norman and daughter Rebecca .

S. Scott Rohrer 'So (A&S/NEW)
wrote Hope's Promise: Religion
and Acculturation in the Southern
Backcountry (University of
Alabama Press).

Thomas J. Gamble G'S1, G'S2
(MAX) is chief academic officer of
Mercyhurst College, in Erie, Pa.
Karen Guancione 'S1 (VPA), artist, designer, and faculty member
at the State University of New
Jersey, Rutgers-Newark, curated

David Lawrence
'S2 (VPA) of
Winte r Park, Fla.,
was awarded a
Suncoast Emmy
Award for WKMG
Local 6 in Orlando, Fla. He has been
the recipient of several honors,
including New York Film Festival,
ADDY, Beacon, and Telly awards.
Barry G. Mandell 'S2 (A& SINEW)
earned a master of arts degree in
teaching from the College of New
Jersey.
Debby Waldman 'S2 (NEW) of
Edmonton, Alberta, co-wrote Your

What Is Art? What are Books? 1oth

Child's Hearing Loss: What Parents

Symposium, an exhibition held

Need to Know (Perigee).

at Dana Library on t he RutgersNewark campus. Her work was
included in the exhibition.

Mark D. Harmon G'S1 (NEW) was
honored by the International Radio
and Television Society Foundation
as the 2 004 Frank Stanton Fellow
for distinguished contributions
to electronic media education.
Harmon is an associate professor
at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, where he teaches journalism and broadcasting.
John E. Levie G'S1
(NEW) of North
Hollywood, Calif.,
is script coordinator for the
motion picture
division of Walt Disney Studios.
Lynn Pauley 'S1 (VPA), a Brooklynbased illustrator, presented a series
of mixed media images, Am erican
Signs and Cars, at Pratt Institute
Commercial Design Department,
Steuben Hall.
Donna Rosen 'S1 (N EW) is an
author, nationally recognized
speaker, and advocate for diversity
issues for tra nssexua Is.

Elegear John
Primus 'S3 (VPA)
of Chesapeake,
Va., retired from
the Air Force
after 21 years
of se rvice. He w as assigned to the
Joint Experimentation Directorate
as the operational manager for the
$6g million Theater Effect Based
Operations, Advance Technology
Demonstration Program.
James M. Clarke G'S4 (VPA)
of Lansing, Ill., illustrator for
American Technical Publishing's
Welding Skills Third Edition, was
the 2004 winner of the Award of
Excellence at the Chicago Book
Clinic Book and M edia Show in
the category of School Publishing
Four-Color Internals for Adult
Education.
Michael Died ring G'S4 (LAW) is
executive director of the CEELI
Institute, a not-for-profit international provider of post-graduate
professional legal education in
Prague, Czech Republic.
Susan Arnold Freel 'S4 (A&S) of
Rumford, R.I., and husband M ark
announce the birth of their son,
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Harrison Walker, who joins sister
Emma and half-brothers Sam and

as a shareholder in the litigation
practice group.

Henry.
Wendy Wollner Kaufman '84
(A&S/EDU) of Ossining, N.Y., cowrote Conversations on Health and
Wei/ness (Insight Publishing).
Carolyn E.laBar
'84 (EDU) of
Groton, N.Y., head
coach of the
Wells College
field hockey
program, was voted the 2004
Atlantic Women's College
Conference Coach of the Year. The
college's field hockey team, the
Express, placed second in the conference in 2004, the team's best
finish since joining the conference
in 1996.
Geoffrey C.
lambert '84
(MAN) of Gold
River, Calif., a
founding partner
in the executive
search firm Maxson Group, w as
named chairman of the California
1Pv6 Task Force, and appointed
to the steering committee of the
North American 1Pv6 Task Force.
He is also a district chair for the
Rotary Center for International
Studies in Peace and Conflict
Resolution at the University of
California at Berkeley.
Susan Schechter
Meisner'84
(A&S/NEW) completed a year's
tour in Kabul,
Afghanist an,
where she served as public
affairs director for the Combined
Forces Command and the
Office of Military Cooperation
in Afghanist an. She works in
public affairs with the Nationa l
Geospatiallntelligence Agency in
Bethesda, Md.
Thomas C. Rancich '84 (A&S)
w as presented the Bronze Star
for meritorious achievement in
combat operations while serving
as commander for Naval Special
Operations Forces in Afghan istan
in support of Operation Enduring
Freedom.
Steven B. Alderman G'85 (LAW)
joined M enter, Rudin & Trivelpiece
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Jed M. Buck '85 (MAN/NEW)
retired as president of Media
America Radio/Cable in New
York City. He and his wife, Roz, own
Meadowbrook Country Day Camp
and Valley Brook Country Day
School in Long Valley, N.J.
Susan Chaityn
lebovits '85
(VPA) of Boston is
a freelance writer
whose work
appears in the
Boston Globe, Shape, Self,
Seventeen, Family Circle, Reader's
Digest, and FitYoga.

Reinaldo Pascual
'85 (A&S) of
Atlanta serves
on the executive
committee of
Kilpatrick
Stockton, where he is a member of
the corporate practice group.
Anthony E. Bush
'86 (A&S), G'89
(LAW) is a shareholder at Sterns
& Weinroth of
Trenton, N.J.
. . . - - - - - - , William T.
Gordon '86
(A& SINEW)
wrote Mary After
All (The Dial
Press).
Edmund L.luzine Jr. ' 86 (A&S)
served two years of active duty
with the Army Special Operations
unit in Afghanistan, Kuwait, Qatar,
and Washington, D.C. He is a hedge
fund manager with Adironda ck
Capital M anagement and a professor at Union College. He resides in
Rensselaer County, N.Y., with his
wife, Suzette.

'--~~----'~""

Michelle
McCollin-Odeleye
'86 (A&S) ea rned
a Ph.D. in special
educationmild/moderat e

disabilities f rom South ern
University, Baton Rouge, La. She
is an assist ant professor in the
special education department
at Slippery Rock University in
Pennsylvania.
M AGAZINE

Lissa landry Potter '86 (VPA) is
visual arts director for the Lakes
Art Center in Okoboji, Iowa. She
is also on the board of directors
of the Iowa Museum Association.
She and husband Stuart reside in
Okoboji with their four children.

Christopher
Kennedy G'88
(A&S) of Syracuse
is an assistant
professor of
English in SU's
College of Arts and Sciences.

Richard J. Shirtz
G'86 (MAN) of
Camillus, N.Y., is
senior vice president for commercial banking
in Central New York at Citizen's

Rosemary O'leary G'88 (MAX),
professor of public administration in the Maxwell School of
Citizenship and Public Affairs at
SU, received the Distinguished
Research Award given jointly
by the National Association of
Schools of Public Affairs and
Administration (NASPAA) and
the American Society for Public
Administration at the NASPAA
national conference.

Bank.
Sandra M. Mayo G'87 (A&S) of
New Braunfels, Texas, director of
multicultural and gender studies
and associate theater professor
at Texas State University in San
Marcos, edited a collection of plays
by Sterling Houston titled Myth,
Magic, and Farce (UNT Press).
Carolyn Tishler Messias '87 (VPA)
and husband Barry announce
the birth of their son, Samuel
M atthew, who joins brother
Daw son. She t eaches English and
theater at Cherry Hill High School
West in Cherry Hill, N.J.
KimM.
Williamson ' 87
(NEW) is director
of prime-time
programming
with the Food
Network.
Monica Baturin '88 (NEW) of
Camp Hill, Pa., is a partner in the
law firm of Baturin & Baturin in
Harrisburg, Pa.
Patricia Betron '88 (MAN/NEW)
is senior vice president of multimedia sa les at ESPN ABC Sports
Customer Ma rketing and Sales.
Thomas M. Fleming '88 (VPA) of
Wilmington, N.C., is a freelance
illustrator, costu me designer, and
comic book/fantasy artist. Fleming
worked for the World Wrestling
Federation, w as the official movie
illu strator w orking with Jodi Fost er
on a feature f ilm, and w as the
regular cover artist for M arvel
Comics' Elektra.

Thomas Perrotta
G'88 (A&S) of
Belmont, Mass.,
was a featured
author during
the fa ll 2004
Raymond Carver Reading Series
at SU. Perrotta is the author of
f ive novels: Bad Haircut: Stories
of the Seventies (Bridge Works
Publishing), The Wishbones
(Berkley Publishing Group),
Election (Berkley Publishing
Group), Joe College (St. M artin's
Griffin). and Little Children (St.
M artin's Press).
Michael Spyropoulos '88 (A&S),
G'g1 (LAW) married Deborah L.
White. They reside in Manhattan,
where he is an attorney.
Dee A. Ware ' 88 (A& SI NEW) of
San Francisco is a partner in the
Walnut Creek office of the law
f irm of Cooper, Wh ite & Cooper.
Takiudin Mat Adam '89 (ECS) is
director of Sulong Engineering. He
resides in M ara ng, Terengga nu,
Malaysia, with his wife and three
children.
Ryan Bomberger '89 (NEW) of
Lynchburg, Va ., is assistant sports
information director at Liberty
University.
Karen M. Gajewski '89 (NEW)
announces the adoption of her
daughter, Jamie. Gaj ew ski is director of marketing commu nications
at the Universit y of California, San
Diego.
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Richard Romano '89 (A& SINEW)
of Saratoga Springs, N.Y., is a
freelance writer and analyst for
the graphic communications
industry, and has written books on
computer graphics hardware and
software. He wrote his first novel,
Virus!, a science fiction comedy.
Neal Silverman '89 (A&S) is vice
president of events and executive
forums at Network World.
Michael J. Sobel '89 (MAN/NEW)
is co-op manager at the Weather
Channel in Atl anta. He resides in
Roswell, Ga., with wife Michelle
and daughters Elizabeth and
Abigail.
Martin Vreeland '89 (VPA) worked
as light ing designer for 5 Bottles
in a Six-Pack at t he Cherry Lane
Theatre, New York City.

Jeffrey Wilkinson
'89 (A&S) of
Prospect, Ky.,
served as director of operations,
Special Tactics
Operation Center, and as a specia l
tact ics t eam leader in Uzbekistan.
During the deployment, he led the
planning and mission execution
for the first special operations
troops who entered Pakistan,
Uzbekist an, and Afghanistan . He
al so led the largest strategic redeployment of special t actics t roops
in history.
-.--------, Jason L. Wolfe

L...O---~-u

'89 (A&S) of
Canton, M ass.,
program director
at W EEI Sports
Radio Sso AM

in Boston, was named one of
2004's Best Programmers in Radio
by Radio Ink magazine. He w as
ranked ninth on the publication's
top so list.

Brunswick Animal Hospital in
Monmouth Junction, N.J.
Jacqueline A.
Constantino
G'9o(LAW)
joined the law
firm of Fix
Spindel man
Brovitz & Goldman, Rochester, N.Y.,
focusing her legal practice in the
areas of trusts and estate planning, estate administration, and
elder law.
David Cordts '90 (MAN) is the
international business development manager for Toyota Financial
Services in Torrance, Calif., with
responsibility for Argentina, Brazil,
Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico, and
Venezuela.
Douglas I. Cotler '90 (A&S) and
wife Elizabeth announce the birth
of their son, Ryan M atthew, who
joins brother Noah Francis. Cotler
is a partner/vet erinarian at South

Deborah Wilson Dahlin G'9o (EDU)
of Liverpool, N.Y., an art teacher
at Elmcrest Elementary, received
the Ray C. Henry Award during
t he New York State Art Teachers'
Association conference.
Gladys M. Finales '90 (VPA) of
Chicago, Ill., and San Juan, Puerto
Rico, is a graphic designer and
designs handbags and backpacks
for Global Design Concepts of New
York City.
Michael Flam '90 (NEW) and wife
Lisa of New York City announce
the birth of their daughter, Amalie
Paulina, who joins brother Joey.
Teresa Hansen Granger '90
(A&S/NEW) and husband Jeffrey
Granger '91 (ESF) announce t he
birth of twins, Margaret Kristine
and Sam Thomas. Teresa is a
graphic designer at Modern Press

Taking Count
AS A CHILD, ONE OF DIANE CHIN-FU'S
favorite Chinese New Year traditions was
lai see, in which red envelopes contain·
ing money are distributed to children and
unmarried adults, symbolizing the wish for
happiness and prosperity in the year ahead.
Now a Manhattan-based finance director
with BBDO Worldwide, a global advertising
agency network that is a subsidiary of the
Omnicom Group, Chin-Fu has made prosperity her area of expertise and her life's work.
"My current position is very challenging,"
says Chin-Fu, a 1995 graduate of the Martin
). Whitman School of Management. "I'm
involved not just with corporate accounting,
but also with maintaining accounting systems, which is new to me. There are opportunities to discover what drives the advertising business and to get to know people from
agencies. I'm learning a lot."
A New York City native, Chin-Fu chose
Syracuse because she had heard good
things about the University from friends
who went here, and because she knew the
accounting program was strong. "I was quite
satisfied with my education," says Chin-Fu,
now married to David Fu and awaiting the
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birth of their first child. "The school was
good about getting firms to come to campus and recruit. Most of us graduated wit h
jobs, and I was happy with that." Her first
position was with Big Six accounting firm
Ernst & Young, where she spent t hree and a
half years. "I took the typical path of a CPA
accountant, which is to obtain two years
of experience and to pass the CPA exam to
get certified," she says. She t hen moved to
Siemens, a private telecommunications firm.
Two years later she took a financial manager
position with Omnicom, a strategic holding
company that manages a portfolio of global
market leaders.
Chin-Fu maintains her SU connection
and supports the joseph I. Lubin School of
Accounting through her participation with
the Accounting Alumni Council, a newly
formed advisory board whose members
often return to campus to talk with students
preparing to enter the field. "Accounting
holds banquets twice a year, and we encourage alumni to attend," Chin-Fu says. "The
council also works to keep alumni informed
about the school's events, facu lty changes,
and the new building."

Professionally, she intends to stay
on track, making the most of the learning opportunities that come her way. " I'm
always interested in gaining different types
of experience," she says. " I'm happy with
the company, and want to stay where I am
for awhile."
- Amy Speach Shires
SUMMER 20 0 5
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An SU Home in NYC

S

taff members at Syracuse University's Lubin
House in New York City want alumni to feel
that Lubin House is, in fact, a home for them. To
provide such an atmosphere, Lubin House established the Alumni Resource Center. The center
serves several purposes, says Jane Henn, director
of Metropolitan Alumni Programs. "It's a place for
alumni to come, relax, and have a cup of coffee,"
she says. Alumni can also catch up on work at the
center. It offers two business workstations that provide Internet, telephone, and photocopier access.
The center also supplies basic career information
and resources to alumni, a service especially beneficial to younger graduates.
Since its inception in fall 2003, graduates have
visited the center on a continual basis. Three to
four people use the center's resources daily, and
sometimes the center sees up to 10 or 12 graduates
a day. "It's a place in Manhattan where they can
feel comfortable coming and staying and meeting
people," Henn says. "It gives alumni a Syracuse
home within New York."
The center's regular business hours are Monday
through Thursday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Friday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. During July and August, the center is
open Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
more information, visit lubinhouse.syr.edu.
-Jennie Kantrowitz

in Albany, N.Y., and Jeffrey is a LAN
coordinator for Capital Region
BOCES.

Charles A. Houston Jr. 'go (A&S)
of Fairburn, Ga., earned a doctorate of divinity from Christian Life
School ofTheology, and was commissioned as a mentor for the
Christian M en's Network.
Stacy Jurgelewicz 'go (A&S) married Takas hi Kagaw a. They reside in
Fayetteville, N.C.
Donald Meyer 'go (NEW) is communications director of the New
Jersey Society of Certified Public
Accountants.
Marci Szuran Pinkowitz 'go (MAN)
and husband David of Iselin, N.J.,
announce the birth of their daught er, Hayley Michal, who joins sister
Elisa Tamra.
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Richard F.
Tedesco Jr. 'go
(ECS) is a physician specializing
in internal medicine and is a
partner at Bay Medical Associates
in Manchester, N.H. Tedesco is
chair of the pharmacy comm ittee
at Elliott Hospital. He and his wife,
Tina, and their sons, Paolo and
Joseph, reside in Hookset t, N.H.
Mary Whelan Tierney G'go (NEW)
and husband Scott P. Tierney '88
(A& S), G'g1 (LAW) announce the
birth of their son, Keegan Paul,
who joins brothers Ryan, Colin,
Aidan, and Owen. They reside in
East Greenwich, R.I., where Scott
is the principal of his general practice law firm in Providence.
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Jackie Tortorelli
Ahlborn 'g1
(ARC) married
Heinz Ahlborn.
They reside in
Indianapolis. She
is a registered architect in Texas
and the director of architecture
for a commercial developer based
in Dallas.
Barbara Baum Beyun 'g1 (HD) married Donald Beyun. They reside in
New York City, where she is design
manager for Kasper Sportswear.

Todd Harrison 'g1 (MAN) is founder
and CEO of Minyanville (www.
minyanville.com). a creative education and infotainment forum that
features animated critters, including the classic bull and bear icons
of Wall Street, to convey a range of
financial information and insight.
Daniel A. Heumann 'g1 (NEW)
of Ann Arbor, M ich., received the
Spirit of Hope award f rom the
World Rehabilitation Fund for
his contributions to people with
physical disabilities.

Dina Gilison
Brigish 'g1 (A&S/
NEW) and husband Hal Brigish
'g1 (VPA) of
Schuyler, Va.,
owners of the White Pig Bed and
Breakfast at Briar Creek Farm,
received the 2004 Veggie Award
for Favorite Veg Bed and Breakfast
Inn by VegNews, a vegetarian
lifestyle magazine. The White Pig
also received the second annual
Proggy Awards for animal-friendly
achievement in 21st-century culture and commerce from People
for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals.

Alex Huff 'g1 (A&S) of North
Caldwell, N.J., is vice president of
Asian and Japanese equities trading at JP Morgan.

Christopher Del Conte 'g1 (MAN /
NEW) is director of news and
programming for WSAU radio in
Wausau, Wis., and news director
for Midwest Communication's
six stations in central Wisconsin.
He and wife Sheryl Fountain 'g1
(MAN/ NEW) reside in Wausau
with their children, Danielle and
M ichael.

Glenda Taday Rienecker 'g1 (A&S)
and husband Ray of Mount
Vernon, N.Y., announce the birth of
their daughter, Emily Joyce, who
joins brother Robert Andrew.

Jeffrey J. Donaldson 'g1 (N EW),
director of public relations for La
Roche College, Pittsburgh, is a freelance television news reporter for
WPGH -TV.
Philip E. Goff 'g1 (ARC) of
Somerville, Mass., is se nior urban
designer for Elkus/Manfredi
Architects in Boston.
Jeanette Goldstein G'g1 (SWK),
G'o4 (LAW) of Pittsford, N.Y., is
the oldest person to earn a law
degree from SU. Her son, Jeremy
Goldstein, w rote Grandma Goes to
Law School: Why It's Never Too Late
to Live Your Dreams (Dream House

Books).

Walter K. Knudsen G'g1 (ECS)
of Newark Valley, N.Y., earned
an M .B.A. from Binghamton
University. He is a program manager at Lockheed Martin in Owego,

N.Y.
Jill Lasser 'g1 (A& SINEW) earned
a Ph.D. from the University
of Virginia and resides in
the Berkshires in Western
Massachusetts with her husband
and two sons.

Carol Schneider-Linn 'g1 (NEW)
and husband Frank of Hackensack,
N.J., announce the birth of their
daughter, Elise Marie.
Lori Armon Smith 'g1 (A&S/NEW)
and husband Michael Smith 'g3
(A&S) announce the birth of their
son, Ian M ichael, who joins sist er
Haley Drew.
Kerry Szymanski 'g1 (A&S) opened
her first retail store in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., for her company,
SassyBB, a design studio where
customers can create their own
handbags, totes, and accessories.
JoAnn Urofsky
G'g1 (NEW) of
Tampa, Fla.,
general manager
of WUSF Public
Broadcasting,
was elect ed vice cha ir of the
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National Public Radio board of
directors. She has been a board
member for two years.
Thomas P. Werme '91 (NEW) is the
studio host for Carolinas Sports
Entertainment Television's live
broadcasts of Charlotte Bobcat s
basketball games. He lives in
Charlotte with wife Kirsten and
their two children, Cameron and
Olivia.

Heather Thompson Hobbs '92
(A&S) married Robert R. Hobbs.
They reside in Nashua, N.H., where
she works with adults with disabilities and manages group homes.
Amanda L. Jordan ' 92 (A&S), G'95
(MAX) married Eric We is. They
reside in Providence, R.I., where she
is a self-employed artist.

Syed Omar Ali '92 (A&S) earned
a Ph.D. in experimental psychology/behavioral neuroscience
from American University in
Washington, D.C. He is a clinical
research fellow at Cato Research,
Rockville, Md.
Deidre BennettFlowers G'92
(MAX) and hu sband Mark of
New York City
announce the
birth of their daughter, Phoebe
Camille.
Naomi Edelson-Sorkin ' 92 (A&S/
NEW) and hu sband Marc Sorkin
'92 (A& S) announce the birth of
t heir daughter, Sarah. They reside
in Scotch Plain s, N.J., where Naomi
is a prod ucer for Educat ional
Broadcasting Corp. and M arc is
nat iona I sa les rna nager for Sony
Elect ron ics.
Thorn Filicia '92 (VPA), design doct or in t he cast of Bravo's rea lity
series, Queer Eye for the Straight
Guy, won an Em my aw ard in t he
category of Out st anding Realit y
Program.
Chandra Foote '92 (EDU), G'95,
G'96 (A&S) and husband Chris
Robi ns of Niagara Falls, N.Y.,
annou nce the birth of thei r son,
Aidan. She is an associat e professor of education at Niagara
University.
Wendy Simes
Haggerty '92
(NEW) is t he
marketing and
sponsorship
direct or at
Westfarms in Farmingt on, Conn.
She is also a member of t he
National Promotional M arket ing
Association.

Christopher
Lencheski '92
(A&S) of Center
Valley, Pa., is coowner of Ski and
Company, a
sponsorship agency working exclusively for General Motors, coordinating the activities of its racing
efforts primarily in t he Indy Racing
League, NASCAR, and Le Mans.

Mitchell Messinger '92 (A&S), G'93
(NEW) of West Hills, Calif., director of media and talent relations
for ABC daytime television, is a
boa rd member of the SU Alumni
Association.
Sharalyn Snider '92 (HD) married
Tom LeVine. They reside in Tam pa,
Fla., with their sons, Justin and
Cameron. She is a regiona l

Alife's Journey

A

daily com mut e on a
Syracuse bus set H.
John Riley Jr. '61 on course
for a life's journey that today
includes a stop at the top
of a Fortune soo company.
Raised on Syracuse's North
Side, Riley forged a path
up the Hill in 1957 when he
became the first person in
his family to attend college.
With the help of a Gifford
Foundation
scholarship,
Riley enrolled as an industrial engineering student
in the L.C. Smit h College of
Engineering and Computer
Science. " Those courses
combined technical training
with people skills," he says.
"They really prepared me well for what I ended
up doing in my career-managing a large,
global manufacturing corporation."
As chairman of Cooper Industries in Houston,
a leading producer of electrical products and
tools and hardware, Riley heads a company
t hat had 2004 revenues of $4.5 billion and
nearly 27,000 employees working in more than
90 manufacturing locations around the world.
The path he took to get there is impressive. In
an age when most people change jobs more
than 10 times in a lifetime, Riley has been
associated with t he same company for more
than 40 years.
Among his major accomplishments as the
leader of Cooper Industries, Riley has had the
foresight to anticipate tomorrow's markets by
globalizing t he company's customer base and
refocusing the company's efforts on areas of
stability and growth. " Today, Cooper is among
the most profitable companies of its kind.
The company's products range from simple
hand tools, like hammers, files, and wrenches,
to sophisticated electrical products, including
lighting fixtures, fuses for electronics applications, and highly technical products used to
transmit and distribute electrical power from

its point of generation
to its point of use. In
addition, almost 40 percent of our workforce is
located outside of the
United States," he says.
"This is a reflection of
the impact of globalization on our business
and the fact that the
emerging international
markets are growing
at two to three times
the rate of traditional
North American markets. Had we not done
all of this repositioning,
we wouldn't be doing as
well as we are today."
Cooper
Industries
and its leader continue to share the rewards
of the company's success through charitable
contributions to individuals, organizations, and
communities. Recently, Riley initiated a new
corporate scholarship program for children and
grandchildren of Cooper employees, donating
approximately $2oo,ooo to so students in 2004
alone. He is a director of Baker Hughes Inc., a
Houston-based oilfield equipment manufacturer, and the insurance giant, Allstate Corporation.
He also serves on numerous professional, civic,
and cultural boards, including the Museum of
Fine Arts - Houston, Junior Achievement Inc.,
and the Syracuse University Board of Trustees.
He and his wife, Diane, recently endowed a
classroom in the new Martin J. Whitman School
of Management building.
When Riley retires at the end of the year, he
hopes to pour more energy into these charitable interests, as well as golfing, traveling,
and spending time with his family. " I'm a long
way from getting on that bus every day to go to
the University," he says. "As you can imagine,
I feel a great deal of debt to SU in terms of my
personal success. It's been a great trip, but
there's still a long way to go."
-Margaret Costello
SUMMER 200S
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property manager for General
Investment and Development,
based in Boston.

Laura E. Bice '93 (A&S) earned
an M.B.A. from the University of
Tampa and is the director of
client services for Communications
Center, a market research company
that specializes in political polls.
Catherine S. Buda '93 (NEW) is vice
president of investor relations
and corporate communications
for Lion bridge Technologies, a
Waltham, Mass.-based provider of
globalization and testing services
with 20 solution centers in nine
countries.
Stacy Canaras '93 (A&S) married Brian Mora n. They reside in
Wood bridge, Conn., where she is
a senior human factors engineer
with Sikorsky Aircraft.
Wendy L. Dameron '93 (VPA) and
husband Todd Phillips announce
the birth of their son, James David,
who joins sist er Lucy M ae.
Sandra M. Lazorcheck '93 (A&S/
NEW) joined Moore & Van Allen
law firm as a partner in their
Charlotte, N.C., office.
Rachel Lizerbram '93 (HD) of
M anhattan is vice president of
com munications for TV Land and
Nick at Nite.
Glen C. Rosenberg '93 (NEW) is
director and counsel at New Plan
Excel Rea lty Trust , a publicly t raded
real est at e investment trust on t he
New York Stock Exchange. He is
also involved in several restaurant
ventures in New York City.
Mindy Cohen
Stockfield '93
(NEW) and
husband Fredric
Stockfield '92
..........-.......... (A&S), G'94
(MAX) of Atlanta announce the
birth of their son, Shane Phillip.
Mindy is direct or of marketing
at Cartoon Network, president
of the Atlanta Alumn i Club, and
boa rd mem ber of t he SU Alumni
Association. Fredric is a partner at
Ta lentH ire.com.

Stacee Strickland Vaikness '93
(NEW), G'oo (LAW) and husband
Eric announce the birth of t heir
daughter, Karina Viktoria, who
joins sister Kassidy.
Matthew D. Tucker '93 (VPA)
received a 2003 Sports Em my
Award for Outstanding Technical
Team/Studio for "This Is
SportsCenter." He is an animator at
ESPN in Bristol, Conn.
Michele Banks Walstrom '93 (A&S)
is manager of community relations for the M aytag Corp. She and
husband Dean reside in Newton,
Iowa, with daughter Haley.
Scott Adamson '94 (VPA) is director of networks for Guilf ord
College, Greensboro, N.C.
Sheryl MacArt Bowman '94 (MAN)
and David M. Bowman '93 (VPA) of
Baldwinsville, N.Y., announce the
birth of their daughter, Ashleigh
Noelle, who joins brother Andrew
M ichael.
Gillian J.C. Farquhar '94 (VPA)
competes with her horse in t he
amateur owner hunter division
at shows on the East Coast . She
is vice president at Greenough
Communication s in the f irm's
Boston office.
Michael Fink
'94 (A&S) is
programming
coordinator and
stage manager
at the Kennedy
Center f or the Perf orming Arts in
Washingt on, D.C. He co-own s The
Kora Records, a D.C.-based independent record label.
Brian K. Frederking G'94, G'98
(MAX), assist ant prof essor of politica l science at M cKendree College,
Lebanon, Ill., co-w rote "Collective
Security and Afghanista n," wh ich
w as present ed at t he Internationa l
Studies Association-Midwest
Conference in St. Louis.
Matthew A. Friedman '94 (NEW)
is a partner at M arx Layne &
Com pa ny, a marketing and public
relations agency in Farmington
Hills, Mich.
Pamela Kissel G'94 (EDU) of
Rochest er, N.Y., assist ant superintendent for instructional support
w ith M onroe-Orleans BOCES, w as
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recogn ized at the 19th Annual
Athena Award celebration at the
Rochester Riverside Convention
Center. She was one of 27 nominees to receive the award presented by the Rochester Business
Alliance's Women's Council, which
recognizes women leaders for
outstanding professional achievements, community service, and
assisting other women in the
attainment of professional excellence and leadership skills.

Susan Koeppen
'94 (N EW) of
New York City
is a consumer
correspondent
for CBS New s'
The Early Show. Koeppen has w on
two national Gracie Allen aw ards
and t w o Em my aw ards.
Andrea McAssey '94 (VPA) and
husband Sean McCue of Highland
Falls, N.Y., announce the birth of
their son, James Frederick.
Shannon M. McCarthy '94 (A&S)
and husband Eric Jandorf '93 (VPA)
of Mansfield, Mass., announce the
birth of their daughter, Megan.
Jan Phillips G'94 (NEW) of San
Diego w rot e Divining t he Body
(Skyl ight Path Publishing).
Scott J. Rizzo '94 (MAN) married Julie August. They reside in
Manhattan Beach, Calif., where
he is an associat e at Hudson Cook
practicing consumer f inance law.
Julia A. Taggart G'94 (VPA),
an associat e professor at the
Columbus College of Art and
Design in Columbus, Ohio, is interim dea n of t he f ine arts division.
r--~~~-'"'ll
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Jennifer Styles
Brown G'95
(EDU) of Eagan,
Minn., wa s
appoint ed man-

ager of financia l
services claims at M innesot a Life.

Kenneth Deleon
'95 (VPA) is direct or of creative
services for
Comcast, East ern
Division, Oaks, Pa.
lan DiBernardo G'95 (LAW) of New
York City is a partner in the intellectual property group at Stroock
& Stroock & Lavan.
Stephen J. Donovan '95 (NEW)
of Worcest er, M ass., co-host s t he
morning show at WXLO-FM and
is a st and-up comedian working
in the New York and New England
areas.
Vera Farmiga '95 (VPA) was nominat ed for an Independent Spirit
Award for her performance in
Down to the Bone. Farmiga's lat est
role w as daughter of a se nator in
The M anchurian Candidate.

Wendy Crounse Giaccaglia '95
(A&S/EDU) of London, England, is
a rents officer for the Corporation
of London.
Christian Irizarry
'95 (H D) performed t he role
of Jesus in t he
off-Broadw ay
comedy Chicken
Delight in New York City. He
formed his own production compa ny, Diamond Glitter Sparkle
Prod uct ions, and wrote a m usical
comedy screenplay, Diamond.

Adam Leitman

Bailey G'95
(LAW) w rote
" New Home
Warranty: An
Open Quest ion
Seeking an Answ er," which
appeared in the New York Law
Journal.

Andrew Brecher '95 (MAN) and
wife Dara of Low er Gwynedd, Pa.,
announce the birth of their daught er, Amanda Mary n, w ho joins
brother Jeremy. He is vice president of information technology at
Covent ry First.

Nader Nanjiani
G'95 (NEW) of
Coppell, Texas,
co-wrote The
Business Case
for £-Learning
(Pearson Education-Cisco Press),
and is marketing manager at Cisco
Systems.

Michelle Lee Ribeiro '95 (NEW) of
New York City is senior editor of
new s and health for CosmoGIRL!
magazine.
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Building Satisfaction
ARCHITECT RICHARD BECKER '79
finds great satisfaction in designing homes and businesses, because
he knows the impact his work has
on the people who use that space.
"Winston Churchill once said, 'We
shape our buildings; thereafter they
shape us,"' says Becker, who founded Becker Architects Limited in 1982
with his wife, Nancy Lieberstein '78
(www.beckerarchitects.com). "That
thought has always influenced me,
because I know it to be true. People
act differently inside than they do
outside, and they behave differently
in a bombed-out building than they
would in a decent building. A quality building can do a lot to raise
the human spirit."
Becker and the nine other architects at his Chicago-based firm
have improved the quality of life for numerous homeowners and
commercial employees while garnering national attention. The firm's
work has been featured in major shelter publications, including
Better Homes and Gardens, Remodeling, and Traditional Home, as
well as profiled in a 13·episode run of HGTV's Dream House. Becker
has built the firm's reputation and success by staying committed to
his clients and providing them with full service, from initial meetings
to the final stages of construction, including interior design. "It's a
way of assuring a unified vision for the inside and seeing the space

Tina Stoklosa '95 (A&S/NEW)
married Fran k Tomaszew ski. They
reside in Broomall, Pa., w here she
is a new s producer w it h WCAU-TV.

University and is a senior consulta nt at Booz Allen Hamilton
in Falls Church, Va., focusi ng on
homeland secu rity issues.

Lauren Camner '96 (MAN) of Coral
Gables, Fla., is senior vice president
of alternative delivery channels at
BankUnit ed FSB.

Jennifer Flizanes
'96 (VPA), fou nder and president
of Invisible
Fitness, Beverly
Hills, Ca lif., w as
a contributi ng author to
Inspiration to Realization (love
You r life Publishing), a book of
affirmat ion assembled by w omen
ent reprene urs/experts in their professional fields revea ling proven
st rat egies for busi ness, personal,
spirit ual, and f inancial fu lf illment .

Michael Cartwright ' 96 (A&S) of
Ow ings M ills, Md., is senior marketing analyst at T. Row e Price and
Associat es.
Ronald Chrisman G' 96 (M AX) is
director of t he University of Nort h
Texas Press in Denton, Texas.
Megan Doscher '96 (NEW) married
Steven Weat herly. They reside in
Springfield, Va., where she earned
an M .A. degree in criminal justice
from George Washington

Nicole Peoples ' 96 {HD) earned a
mast er of arts degree in education
from Pepperdine University. She
resides in Brent w ood, Ca lif., and
teaches fourth grade in Bel Air.
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as you and the client envisioned
it," says Becker, who received
the School of Architecture's 2004
Outstanding Alumni Award.
Since founding his architecture firm, Becker has launched
two spin-off companies: Becker
Builders, a real estate development
firm that builds new houses and
offices; and Orange Loft, a company that developed and markets
ArchiOffice (www.archioffice.com),
a management software for architecture firms, which he co· founded
with two other SU alumni-Steven
Burns '8o and Gary Beyerl '84.
"Becker Builders has been satisfying, because I am driving the archi·
tectural side as well as making decisions the client normally gets
to make," he says. "I like the entrepreneurial side of that endeavor
and of Orange Loft, which has had an enthusiastic response since its
debut in late 2003. That should be an exciting project to be involved
with over time."
Despite his hectic work schedule, Becker has always made time to
have a nightly family dinner wit h his wife and their-five chilaren, two
of whom are currently students at Syracuse University. "Having this
family is one of the more important things I've done in my life," he
says. "Raising them gives me the same kind of satisfaction as finishing a project."
-Margaret Costello

Philip B. Phillips
G' 96 (MAX/LAW)
of Davisburg,
Mich., is a partner in the law
fi rm of Foley &
Lardner.
Magally Aguirre Rafaela G'96
(EDU) of Caracas, Venezuela, teaches curriculum design, technology,
and evaluation at Simon Rodriguez
University.
Jamie Rhonheimer '96 (NEW) of
l os Angeles is a writer for t he CBS
sitcom Listen Up.
Jessica Roberts G'96 (MAX) is an
environmental scientist in t he
hydrogeologica l services division
at Tighe & Bond engineering f irm.
She and husband Sigurd Spearing
reside in Deerfield, M ass. She
ea rned an M .S. degree in environmental resource management and
administration .

Wendy Sharer G' 96 (A&S), assistant professor at East Ca rolina
University, Greenville, N.C., coedited Rhetorical Education in
America (Un iversity of Alabama
Press). She wrote Vote and
Voice: Women 's Organizations
and Polit ical Literacy, 1915-1930
(Southern Illinois University Press),
as part of t he Studies in Rhetorics
and Feminisms series.

Jennifer Albolot e-Ciark '97 (1ST)
and husband Jason of New York
City announce t he birth of their
daughter, Caitl in Rose.
Stephanie Martinson Bernabei
'97 (EDU) and husband Andrew D.
Bernabei '97 (HD) announce t he
birth of t heir daughter, Abigail
Virginia.
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Joanna l.
Chambers '97
(SWK} married
Eric M. Finer '97
(ECS}. They reside
in Newton,
Mass., where Joanna is a clinical
social worker and manager at the
Home for Little Wanderers, and
Eric is a chemical process engineer
and production supervisor at H.C.
Starck. He is pursuing an M.B.A.
degree at Bentley College.
Staci Anson Delano G'97 (EDU} and
husband Peter Delano '95 (ECS}
announce the birth of their daughter, Angela Michelle. They reside in
Connecticut, where Staci teaches
high school history and anthropology and Peter is a mechanical
engineer at United Technology.
Helen Dewey
G'97 (MAX) of
Syracuse was
named development director
at the Everson
Museum of Art.

Brian J. Donovan G'97 (LAW}
ofTampa, Fla., is founder of B.
Donovan & Associates, an engineering and international business
development firm. He is also a
member of the Florida Bar; the
U.S. District Court, Middle District
of Florida; and the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit.
Joanna L. Geraghty G'97 (MAX/
LAW} of New York City, a partner
with Holland & Knight, w as

selected to participate in the firm's
Rising Star Program, a yearlong
leadership intensive and economic
development program available
for women attorneys.

Naomi E. Giges '97 (VPA) is director of special events for City Parks
Foundation, a nonprofit organization that provides park-based programs throughout New York City,
including SummerStage. She ra n
the New York City Marathon and is
the lead singer and pianist for the
band Going Nowhere.
Merritt Green G'97 (LAW} opened
his own law firm, General Counsel,
representing clients in Virginia,
Maryland, and Washington, D.C.
Melissa Achuff Langton '97
(MAN} of Dallas is a media planning supervisor at TracyLocke
Advertising Agency.
Jaime Lopez '97 (A&S} of Memphis,
Tenn., is a captain for Northwest
Airlink, flying Saab 340s.

L.............-..~~c.JJ

Stephanie Parks
'97 (A&S} of
Syracuse was
appointed director of corporate
relations in SU's

Office of Corporate and Foundation Relations, part of the Division
of Institutional Advancement.

Stephen P. Snelson '97 (ECS}
of Kapolei, Hawaii, is a C-17A
Globemaster Ill pilot in the Air
Force. He was nominated for multiple awards, including the Bronze
Star for his efforts as the lead special operations planner in the Iraqi
campaign.
Ruschell Steele
'97 (A&S} married David Caiello
'97 (A&S}. They
reside in Clay, N.Y.

Christopher Luzine '97 (MAN} is
a vice president with Goldman
Sachs in New York City, working in
the value equity portfolio management team.

Tatiana Stefanco '97 (VPA} of
Lynbrook, N.Y., married J. Nicholas
Brower. She earned an M.B.A.
degree from Northeastern
University.

Charles P. Miller G'97 (NEW} and
wife Ellen announce the birth of
their son, M ax David. He is sports
editor at The Post-Standard newspaper in Syracuse and teaches
newswriting at the Newhouse
School.

B. Jason Brooks '98 (A&S} of
Saratoga Springs, N.Y., se nior
resea rch associate for the
Foundation for Education Reform
and Accountability, is a board
member of the SU Alumni
Association.
Jason Eisner '98 (N EW} is an assistant public defender for the city of
Danville, Va.

> Join The Club
WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO GET INVOLVED with your local
alumni club. Clubs participate in a variety of activities, including
game-watching events, networking opportunities, new student
recruiting, and community service projects.
--~-

Visit the Office of Alumni Relations:
www.syr.edu/alumni

-'

Look for the "Alumni Clubs" link on our home page under
"Activities." There you will find a complete listing of all our
regional and specialty clubs, as well as club contact names,
phone numbers, and e-mail addresses. For information on the
club nearest you, contact the person listed or call the Office of
Alumni Relations at 1-8oo-782-5867.
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Gina Pacelli '97 (A&S} of North
Miami, Fla., is a personal vacation
planner for Carnival Cruise Lines.
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Paul Lieber '98
(NEW}, assistant
professor at
Emerson College
in Boston, earned
a Ph.D. in mass
communication at Louisiana State
University and was designated
as a 2005 Graduate Fellow by the
American Academy of Political and
Social Science.
Debbie
Livingston '98
(VPA) married
Glenn Fitzgerald.
They reside in
_ .,...__...o.J....__,.., New Jersey. She

is a senior art director at The A
Team, a promotions and marketing
company in New York City.

Laura Jenkins Loscalzo '98 (A&S} of
Charlotte, N.C., earned a master's
degree in human resource development and is enrolled in a doctoral program.
Jill Perno '98 (A&S} married Sean
Hallihan. They reside in Hamden,
Conn., where she is an attorney at
Nuzzo & Roberts.
Layla Taylor '98 (A&S} and husband Steve Foley 'o1 (VPA) reside
in Amherst, Mass., with their
daughter, Ava. Layla is an associate attorney at Sullivan, Hayes &
Quinn in Springfield, Mass., and
Steve is a sculptor whose most
recent work w as exhibited at the
Hampden Gallery at the University
of Massachusetts-Amherst.
Tracy Tuttle '98 (VPA/ EDU} married
Andrew Currie '97 (NEW). They
reside in Millburn, N.J.
Lawrence E.
Wheeler G'98
(A&S}, G'o1
(EDU}, education
research/K-12
coordinator for
the Seneca Nation of Indians
Education Department
(Cattaraugus), was nominated for
Firefighter of the Year fol lowing
a victim rescue from a bu rning
building while off duty. He is a
member of the Ve rsail les Fire
Company, as w el l as the Helmuth
Special Rescue Team.
Noreen Gaubatz G'99 (EDU} of
Liverpool, N.Y., teaching consultant in SU's Center for Support of
Teaching and Learning, received
a recognition award from the
Professional and Organizational
Development Network in Higher
Education at the annual conference in Montrea l, Quebec.
Rebecca
Hoffmann '99,
G'01 (H D) married Joshua
Frances '98 (VPA).
They reside in
Stoneham, M ass., where they both
work at the Harvard School of
Public Health. Rebecca is the
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executive director of a fellowship
program, and Joshua is manager
of the disaster preparedness
program.
David Kassan '99 (VPA) of
Brooklyn, N.Y., exhibited his paintings in a solo show at Lubin
House's Palitz Gallery in New York
City.
Christopher Lajewski G'99 (A&S)
is the naturalist at the Walker
Nature Education Center in Reston,
Va. He and his wife, Cara, reside in
Fairfax, Va.
Myoung Woo Lee G'99 (NEW) of
Seoul, Republic of Korea, is director
of Seoul Broadcasting System.
Jennifer Rothberg '99 (NEW) of
Brooklyn, N.Y., is a writer/producer
of on-air promotions at Lifetime
Television.
Eric Sheiffer '99 (MAN) of New
York City is pursuing a master's
degree in sports business at New
York University.
Ryan Van Winkle '99 (NEW) is
poetry editor for ducts.org, a web
magazine of personal stories.

Kirsten Fredsall
'oo (NEW) married Matthew
Piechota 'oo
(MAN). They
..___ _ ........, reside in
Newington, Conn., where Kirsten
is communications coordinator
for the Connecticut Society of
CPAs and Matthew is a senior
staff accountant at Ernst & Young,
Hartford.
Kimberly A. Gatewood 'oo (VPA)
performs in the off-Broadway
show Chicago City Limits in New
York City.
Deborah Huff 'oo (VPA) of
Richmond, Va., is advertising and
promotions manager at Richmond
International Raceway.
Jason S. Kurtz 'oo (NEW) is a
sports anchor and reporter at the
ABC affiliate in Fort Myers, Fla.
Adam Mazur 'oo (MAN) of Great
Neck, N.Y., is founder and managing partner of Integrated Financial
Resources, an outsourcing company for accountants.
Emily C. Smith
'oo (VPA) of
Syracuse is an
assistant professor in SU's School
'-"'---""" of Architecture.

'OOs
Sarah Azadian-Zobay 'oo (1ST) of
London, England, is pursing a master's degree in health informatics
at City University.
Christopher R. Bray 'oo (A&S/
MAN) married Jacqueline Fitzer.
They reside in Ilion, N.Y. He earned
a J.D. degree at Albany Law School.
Hugo Burgos
G'oo (NEW)
earned a Ph.D.
in media studies
from the communications
studies department at the
University of Iowa. He is dean of
the College of Communication and
Contemporary Arts of Universidad
San Francisco de Quito, in Quito,
Ecuador.

Edward Raymond Sparkman 'oo
(ECS) married Gretchen Sparkman.
They reside in Annapolis, Md.,
where he is an aerospace engineer
with the Navy.
Holly Auer 'o1
(NEW) married
David Gaulin
'o2 (A&S).
They reside in
Charleston, S.C.,
where Holly is a health reporter at
The Post and Courier and David is a
C-17 pilot in the Air Force.
Beth Cohen ' 01 (ECSIVPA) of
Brighton, M ass., is a product
manager in the home entertainment division at Bose Corporation,
specializing in the multimedia
category.

Christian M. DeBonville 'oo (N EW)
of New York City is senior research
analyst for ESPN sales development research.
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Douglas Crets G'o1 (A&S) of Hong
Kong is a freelance journa list.
He writes f inancial, political, and
metro news stories about Hong
Kong, India, and Cambodia. He
is pursuing a master's degree in
journalism at the University of
Hong Kong.
Stephen Foley '01 (VPA) exhibited
his sculpture work, Alien Bones,
at the Hampden Galley at the
University of MassachusettsAmherst.
Brian R. Gagne G'o1 (LAW) married
Mary Pharr. They reside in Niceville,
Fla., where he is a JAG officer in
the Air Force.
Jennifer Greiner '01 (VPA) married
Hays L. Clark Jr. 'o1 (VPA). They
reside in Seattle, where Jennifer
is a photographer for Wizkids
and Hays is lead 3-D artist at
Nightlight Studios.
r:;i~ijl-~ Holly Maynard
'01 (A&S/NEW)
married Joshua
Richter '01

(NEW). They
reside in
Rochest er, N.Y., where Holly works
for WOKR-TV and Joshua w orks for
WGR Sports Radio sso in Buffalo.

.

Kyle Mcintosh '01 (1ST) and w ife
Carmen of Swampscott, M ass.,
announce the birth of their daughter, Liliana Senet.
Jennifer Mena '01
(NEW) of Boston
is publicity
manager at the
FleetCenter.

Binnur Ozkececi-Taner G'o1 (MAX)
of Pittsburgh, post-doctora l fellow at the Center for European
Studies in the M axwell School
of Citizenship and Public Affairs
of SU, spoke on "The Europe of
25" during the Central New York
Council for Social Studies ann ual
confe rence.

"""-..4...-
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Karyn Elizabeth
Young 'o1 (A&S)
married John G.
Burns 'o2 (A&S).
They reside in
Syracuse.

Meghan Barnett 'o2 (VPA) of Port
Jefferson, N.Y., is direct ma rketing
coordinator at Forest Laboratories.
Jennifer Barrila '02 (A&S) of
Baltimore, a graduate student at
Johns Hopkins University, co-wrote
"Identification of Novel Inhibitors
of the SARS Coronavirus Protease
3CLpro" in Biochemistry.
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Lauren Bercarich G'o2 (NEW) is a
reporter at WSIL-TV, the ABC affiliate in the Cape Girardeau, Mo.;
Paducah, Ky.; and Harrisburg, Ill.,
market.

Pamela Moore-Ayers G'o2 (SWK)
of Fairport, N.Y., was appointed
residential treatment unit manager at Hillside Children's Center in
Rochester, N.Y.

Lauren Feinberg '02 (A&S) of New
York City was named the assistant
administrator of the Metropolitan
Jewish Geriatric Center, a participating agency of Metropolitan
Jewish Health System.

Joanna Salce G'o2 (EDU) of
Charlotte, N.C., is a first-grade
teacher at Sedgefield Elementary
School.

Jonathan J. Hoster '02 (NEW)
of Birdsboro, Pa., a sixth-grade
teacher at Immaculate Conception
Academy, is a board member of
the SU Alumni Association. He
teaches language arts, math, science, and social stud ies.

Jaime Winne 'o2
(NEW) is news
editor in the
Office of News
Services at SU.
She is responsible
for editorial and writing support
for several communications projects, and also edits news releases
and internal publications.

Koren Zailckas 'o2 (NEW) wrote
Smashed: Story of a Drunken
Girlhood (Viking Press). The book

chronicles her addiction to alcohol
and examines binge drinking in
young women.
Randi Jacobs
'03 (NEW) married Craig Weitz
'oo (MAN).
They reside in
___._.,......_. Scarsdale, N.Y.,
where Rand i works in investor
relations at K2 Advisors and Craig
works with commercial loans at
Washington Mutual.
Jacqueline M. Carr '04 (MAN) is an
auditor for Deloitte in Boston.

Danica Daniel
'o4 (N EW) of
Brooklyn, N.Y.,
was named
editor in chief
of Black Beat
magazine. She is in ch arge of redesigning the publication.
Sara Golob '04 (ECS) of Ann Arbor,
Mich., is project engineer with
Beckett & Raeder.
An ish Shroff '04 {NEW) of
Bloomfield, N.J., was a f inalist on
ESPN's Dream Job, w here contestants competed for a one-year contract to be a SportsCenter anchor.
Wendy Sikorski ' 04 (VPA) is an
event coordinat or f or the Oncenter
Complex Convention Center in
Syracuse.

Obituaries
Leon M. Genet '53

Irwin Guttag '37

Leon M. Genet, a longtime SU supporter
and benefactor, died on February 27 at age
74 following a long illness.
Genet, a real estate executive who lived
in Short Hills, New Jersey, founded the
Sue Ann Genet Endowment Fund in 1982
through the former College for Human Development in memory of his first wife, a textile artist and sculptor. Through the
fund, he established the Sue Ann Genet Lecture Series, which
brought many of the top names in retail and fashion to campus, including Martha Stewart, Tommy Hilfiger, Nicole Miller,
and executives from such companies as Sears and Macy's. The
popular series ran from 1982 to 2004. In his late wife's honor,
he also created the Sue Ann Genet Gallery in Slocum Hall, and
contributed a naming gift for the renovation of the building's
auditorium.
A College of Arts and Sciences graduate, Genet was a
charter member of the College for Human Development
Board of Visitors, served on the Alumni Association Board
of Directors, and co-chaired the Leadership Gifts Committee
for The Campaign for Syracuse. For his service to the
University, he was honored with numerous awards, including
the Chancellor's Medal for Outstanding Achievement (1988}
and an Outstanding Alumni Award (1991}.
He is survived by his wife, Eileen Greenhouse Genet;
daughters Pamela Barsh '84, Jill Genet '87, and Wendy B.
Kaplan '92; stepson Jonathan Greenhouse '90, and stepdaughter Pamela Posner '91.

Irwin Guttag, a member of the
University's Board of Trustees and legendary Wall Street trader, died on February 26
in Delray Beach, Florida. He was 89.
For many years, Guttag, who served as
a lieutenant in the Navy during World War
II, was associated with Kaufman, Alsberg, and Company, a
New York trading firm, where he was a senior partner and
then president before his retirement in 1988. An arbitrage specialist, Guttag was a former member of the board of directors
of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE}, the American Stock
Exchange, and the Chicago Board Options Exchange. He also
led the NYSE's Special Surveillance Committee.
Guttag's commitment to business ethics carried through
in his philanthropic efforts for SU. In 1986, he and his wife,
Marjorie Vogel Guttag '38, established the Irwin and Marjorie
Guttag Endowed Chair in Ethics and Political Philosophy.
More recently, the Guttags endowed a fund that benefits the
Whitman School. They also supported several other campus
projects. A School of Management graduate, Guttag was
elected to the Board of Trustees in 1978. He was a member of
the management school's Corporate Advisory Council and the
former College for Human Development Board of Visitors.
He is survived by his wife; a daughter, Addie Jane Guttag
'73; a son, John Guttag; and their families. Contributions in
his memory can be made to the Irwin and Marjorie Guttag
Endowed Fund at Syracuse University, in care of Angela
LaFrance, 820 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse NY 13244.
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In Memoriam
Notices of deaths must be accompanied by a copy of an obituary or
memorial card. Send to: Alumni Editor, Alumni News; 820 Comstock Avenue,
Room 308; Syracuse NY 13244-5040; fax 315-443-5425.

1922 Margaret Whitney Hillegas 1924
Pauline Shapero Grossman 1925 Vera A.
Keeney 1926 Ruth Wood Benfield, Lillian
Pasche Cook, Gladys Ram bach Green 1927
Faith Pritchard Huntington, Cornelia Piotrow
Huther, Evelyn Abrams Stockser 1928 Anna
Well in Serby 1929 Dorothy Ann Downes,
Raymond L. Wood

1930 Hubert R. Gallagher 1931 Edythe
Perlman Aroneck, Glenyth Holbert Gibbons,
Ellen Tracy Hyde, Elaine Snyder Johnson,
James L. Morse, Frances Breed Sotherden
1932 William A. Bangs, Breta Willis Kline,
Helena Baer MacHamer, Grace Springstead
Meade, Esther Prybylski Slowakiewicz 1933
Esther Dietterich Barthel, Mabel Milligan
Greenwood, Virginia V. Kubiak, Julius Reitkopp,
Marie Kelleher Rodger 1934 Doris Pease
Anson, M arga ret Long Arnold, Nathalie E.
Briggs, Doris Cumings Hixson, Edward M .
O'Hara, Louise Keenan Parsons, LeRoy L.
Pitkin 1935 George D. Messinger 1936
Janice Gregory Bliss, George H. Cooper, Belva
Kelley Glanzel, Harriet Toye Hoag, Herman
Miklowitz, Arthur F. Perkins 1937 Anthony
M. Decker, Robert K. Glass, Theodore P.
Hipkens, June Sm ingler Kelly, EdwardS. Morse,
Barbara Mabey North, Louise Minter O'Dell,
John M. Parmelee, Edwin Polsky, J. Darrison
Sillesky, Constance Wells Wilker 1938 Minnie
Gardner Am rose, Eugene H. Bam erick, George
A. Blum, John L. Bogdanoff, Rocco F. Caivano,
Janet Prime Gundy, Raymond J. Hall, Jam es H.
Hogan, Reuben A. Keppel, Jam es V. Patitucci,
Eileen Denick Wil son 1939 J. Benedict Ackley,
Adelle Littledyke Bostwick, Warren L. Bouck,
J. Murray Dunn, Judith Heitman Lamprecht,
Sa m A. Messineo, William C. Rapp, Carl J.
Welker

1940 M argaret Delmonico Bell, Arnold
E. Briddon, M anfred D. Clayton, Robert C.
Hallock, Paul J. Harold, Carl H. Keller, Columbia
M . M aimone, Lydia Wagner Nuffort, M artha
Curtiss Potter, Paul Albert Troup 1941 Robert
B. Carruthers, Laurel Ken nedy Chapman,
Marion Worden Fichter, Doris Fraser Harden,
Frank R. Liguori, Virginia Manchester, Howard
C. Miller 1942 Willi am E. Aiken, M arga ret
M. Notcher, Edw ard F. Ormsby 1943 Grace
M acArthur Ardune, Shirley Sm ith Bubendey,
Nancy Tyler Cagwin, Ethel Ruboy Cetlin,
Bernard M . Poritzky, Ester Jenker Scholtz,
Cha rles Stanton, Jean Blodgett Warren
1944 Evelyn Larios Corsones, Ira E. lllick,

Marie A. Lawrence, Dee Isaacs Sa char, Doris
Quackenbush Smith, Stanley H. Warner 1945
Jean Brewster Bishop, Genevieve DeSantis
Federico, Henry A. Laskoski, Bradford C.
Loveland, Robert T. Mager, Dorothy Dolan
Mertzlufft 1946 John C. Am rose, Stanley
J. Bennett, Doris Dolphin Carleton, Robert J.
Franger, Everett Lane King, Frank J. Micale,
Mary Appelford Smith, Adele Heller Weitzne r
1947 Elizabeth Fuller Helm, Bart E. O'Brien,
Bernard Rabin, lise Voehl Salomon, James H.
Sarvay, Leonore Crane Schwartz, Elizabeth
Henderson Steinmeyer, Juanita Eastman
Villasenor 1948 Charles E. Bliss, Ronald J.
Crowley, Walter H. Lieneck, Philip C. Mason,
June Gilson Merckel, Robert C. Pierce, Mary
Alibrandi Sax, Chandler P. St. John, Margerite
M . Syrell, Clifford J. Williamson 1949 William
S. Alden , John W. Blagbrough, Gertrude Leland
Bramley, William B. Dapice, John D. Hewlett,
Catherine Kocher Hill, David M. Johnson,
James H. Lockwood, Seymour Mendelsohn,
Elizabeth Undritz Merkel, Rocco J. Pandozzi,
Lawrence I. Phillips, Agnes Nelepovitz Randa ll,
Brian H. Sanders, Lawrence Solomon, Emanuel
Vanzo

1950 Samuel H. Austin, Seymour R. Britchky,
Daniel C. Broida, Walter E. Cavanaugh,
Seymour Cohen, George Cote her, Joseph L.
Cronan, Robert H. Fugo, Ralph L. Gezelman,
David B. Hewel, Marion Bradley Latham,
Joseph LaTorre, Carl Levine, Frank C. Lewis,
Raymond J. Malkiewicz, Christie M. May,
Diane A. Mojo, Malcolm A. Murray, Ida Mae
Norris, Ryan P. Oakes, Mario C. Pizz illo, Franklin
E. Powell, Vincent G. Roberts, Leon B. Stone,
Richard M. Taber, Ulysses L. Tinozzi, John B.
Tompkins, George J. Urban 1951 Richard J.
Doucette, David L. Evans, Charles E. Flynn,
Robert B. Fritz, Paula Karmiel Goidell, Jill
Graham, Harriet Olinsky Gross, Rita Bass
Hass, Lois Mckee Hobbs, M alcolm S.lngison,
Stan ley Kram er, M ary Lou Lind strom, Leonard
Nelson, Joanne Grant Rabinowitz, John J.
Rusher, Stephen E. Salmon, Charles S. Sloane,
Fred J. Tarcza, Peter J. Weiland, JayS. Wyner
1952 Charles W. Al len, Walter H. Hagensen,
Ann Winston Louderback, James H. M eJury,
Nancy Glass Pines, Frederick L. Sloatman,
Richard J. Sutliff, Ant hony J. Vecchio 1953 M .
Arnold Briggs, Helen A. Carney, Perry Delman,
Robert L. Johnson, Jean Sterling Snyder,
Gordon W. Stevens 1954 Donald R. Cranson,
J. David Foell, Josephine J. Giamportone, Gwili
Barrho Kowalski, Joseph J. M cDade, Thomas R.

Wissinger 1955 Sheila Feldman Biener, Anne
R. Carey, John D. Caruso, Michael R. Cortese,
Fortunato R. Priore, Anthony J. Ranieri, John J.
Requa 1956 Robert E. Jones, Alfred G. Sproat,
Lou Ann Muller Thielo, Mary Booth Walsh,
William N. Wham 1957 Samuel C. Cheraso,
PaulS. Keegan, Mary-Ellen Potash, Francis J.
Procopio, Joan Ungar Snow, Mary Lou Socci
Switzer 1958 June E. Chamberlain, Clara A.
Daly, Leo B. Devlin, RobertS. Goldin, E. Jane
Kirsch, Richard D. Sims, Bruce W. Ward, Joseph
L. Wawrzaszek, Walter K. Webb 1959 Wa lter J.
Burfeind, Walter G. Davis, Dorothy W. Gerstner,
Sidney L. Johnson, Carl B. Lawrence, John J.
McDavitt, Frederick A. Swiatlowski

1960 David A. Blessing, Edward H. Freeman,
Burton M. Kozel, William J. McClusky, Roger
E. Williams 1961 Robert Hunter, Kenton D.
McFarland, Portia Strausman Wells 1962
Dennis J. Eaton, Edward H. Garlitz, Laurence G.
Hamilton, Margaret Score Pitman, Krishan G.
Singh 1963 Joel D. Rubman, David C. Sa uter,
Richard M . Switzer, Jane Redmond Tofalo,
George F. Wolfe 1964 Irene C. Addicks, Roger
W. Avery, Gustaf R. Carlson, Ethel Newton
Romeo, Joan E. Tallis, Linda Delmonico Worth
1965 Elizabeth A. Brindle, Ann Cooney Michel,
Fred W. Naugle, Timothy H. Taylor 1966 Milia
Jacobsen Garretson, Lois Zaragoza Goode,
Isabella Campfield Holmes, Frank Nastu,
Patricia Fuell hart Pfaff, Arthur E. Taylor 1967
Harley A. Baldwin, Lucas M. Chihota, Conrad
S. Gassner, James F. Morgan, Inez Mcelroy
Washington 1968 Thomas C. Allen, Virginia
Argento Carley, Ruth B. Hilton, Lillie Cameron
Kinney, Barbara Rotundo, Roy 0 . Schiffman,
Rodney J. Zetko 1969 Elizabeth Anderson
Hayford, Shelley L. Linderman, Edward J.
Spillett

1970 Dorothy Sm ith Staller 1971 Michael
D. Becker 1972 Leah Kirkland Carmichael,
Frank J. DiGiacomo, Bernard J. Nelson, Joseph
T. Rotondo, Peter J. Rumore, Robert A. Vargo
1973 Janet Starkweather Besse, Worthington
Campbell, Patrick C. Easto, Jane Secor 1974
Augustyn Z. Wala ch 1975 Durrant Kellogg,
Dorothy C. Redd ington, Donna F. Sarvay,
Richard M . Stocker 1976 Tatyana L. Bush,
Alice E. Riley 1977 Scott T. Kartiganer, Edward
L. Sakal 1978 Eric B. Larsen, Paul D. Wil lette
1979 Mark P. Lance, Carolyn Fickey Van
Duuren, Jeffrey R. Zimdahl

1980 Bradley J. Breidinger, Lawrence J.
Langan, Valerie Baecker Murphy 1981 James
C. Achtzehn, Thomas A. Hoffman 1983
Mark D. Romano 1986 Audrey Morse Etz,
Charles J. Hamlin 1988 John M. Sauter 1989
Christopher B. Ingra m

1992 Wendy M erew eather Gauer, Curt H.
Louison 1999 Joh n R. Harvey
2000 James A. Anagnost 2001 Scott B.
Burdick
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